
Prophylactic substance against cancer (Reggel 01.03) 
     WONDERS REMEDY       Flavin7 prevents tumors 

 

We do not have to be afraid of cancer, it is sufficient to drink the daily prophylactic drink 

– claim the developers of the remedy. The red fruit product has proven itself already on 

two thousand rats and mice. 

 

Timea Toth 

 

─ Chemotherapy took a lot less toll on me than other patients. I was not so easily tired, I 

did not spend a single day in sick leave – tells Beatrix Majoros.  

The 29-year-old was diagnosed with a plum-size malignant tumor on her neck the  

summer. She received 6-hour-long chemotherapy treatments every three weeks in the 

following months. It looks like she won. And with the help of the red fruits. 

- As soon as I learned that I had cancer I immediately started drinking Flavin7 – she  

says. – I did not have to take white blood cell replacement during the therapy; my blood 

work was good. 

      If she started drinking it earlier maybe she would not have to have learnt what 

chemotherapy is. Through his animal experiments, Professor Dr. Istvan Ember, director 

of the Medical People’s Health Institution of the Medical Faculty of the University of 

Pecs, has shown that Flavin7 prevents the development of cancer on genetic level.  

      - I started examining Flavin7 on rats and mice one and a half years ago. I injected 

several hundreds of animals with the strongest cancer-causing agent. Then, in 24, 48, and 

72 hours, we measured the functioning of such key genes that play a role in the 

development of cancer. The small animals taking the prophylactic drink did not develop 

any tumors – says the doctor.  

      Even over a million malignant cells can form in our bodies daily. Several genes fight 

against them, and the immune system battles them too. Flavin7 strengthens these genes’ 

effect.  

      - Five milliliters of the prophylactic drink made of red grape, redcurrant, and 

blackberry per day is sufficient for prevention – notes Laszlo Szabo. The developer is 

emphasizing the importance of the diagnosis of the cancer in the earliest stage possible. 

Beatrix as well. If her tumor was found half a year later she would not be among us 

today.  

 


